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Memecoins such as Dogecoin, Shiba Inu and PEPE have gained significant popularity in 

recent years and will likely gain even more traction in the future. Dogecoin took well over 2,500 

days to reach $1 billion in market cap even with Elon Musk on the board and rumors about it 

becoming the currency of Twitter. Shiba Inu, on the other hand, gained the $1 billion valuation in 

less than half the time it took Dogecoin to, in 279 days. For reference, it took Bitcoin 1,579 days 

to reach the $1 billion valuation mark and Ethereum around the same time as Shiba Inu, 287 days.  

 

PEPE found itself sitting over a $1 billion valuation in only 19 days from launch. Where 

is all this money coming from? 

 

These assets are often created as a parody or satire of established web3 assets like Bitcoin 

or Ethereum and are characterized by their humorous or meme-inspired themes. A memecoin’s 

value is primarily driven by market demand and speculation, which draws interest primarily from 

retailers. That being said, while memecoins can exhibit speculative trading activity and volatile 

price movements, it’s important to recognize that memecoins also definitionally exhibit 

characteristics that are inconsistent with the classification of a security under historical and current 

US federal securities laws.  

 

Some memecoins may have limited utility within their respective ecosystems.1 However, 

as we discuss in further detail below, the presence of a use case or functionality alone does not 

classify an asset as a security under existing US federal regulatory frameworks.  

 

The term “security” means any note, stock, treasury stock, security future, security-

based swap, bond, debenture, evidence of indebtedness, certificate of interest or 

participation in any profit-sharing agreement, collateral-trust certificate, 

preorganization certificate or subscription, transferable share, investment contract, 

voting-trust certificate, certificate of deposit for a security, fractional undivided 

interest in oil, gas, or other mineral rights, any put, call, straddle, option, or privilege 

on any security, certificate of deposit, or group or index of securities (including any 

interest therein or based on the value thereof), or any put, call, straddle, option, or 

 
1 https://www.yahoo.com/now/shiba-inu-may-tremendous-utility-
153302630.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAA
NklwXl4zZvVjC9fKZpBVJAnkFvvjTSW74ndZ5VMJtruLVguoMXEWx14YcoyXyHNRz1vkA6XzOXKjDY3mzycWTTToGkTi0K
ykDNomJmoIM06ch6SWIVqsg4TMPcMIaSbqe-bD5iasDtETGY21RBmHLsXdwA0CDDM3dR7xoZhetOn.  
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privilege entered into on a national securities exchange relating to foreign currency, 

or, in general, any interest or instrument commonly known as a “security”, or any 

certificate of interest or participation in, temporary or interim certificate for, receipt 

for, guarantee of, or warrant or right to subscribe to or purchase, any of the 

foregoing.”2 

 

A memecoin isn’t any of the traditional financial products listed in the above definition of 

a “Security” under US federal securities laws.   

 

Memecoins aren’t equity securities because the ownership of a memecoin doesn’t 

correspond with ownership in an entity or a share of the profits or revenues of a business venture.   

 

Absent staking, memecoins aren’t debt securities because they don’t provide any sort of 

yield on a borrowed asset.  

 

Memecoins aren’t transferable shares because memecoins do not represent a share in 

anything or a right to anything, except perhaps managerial governance powers typically performed 

and determined by officers (i.e., senior executive operators) of a business.  

 

The difference is that in the case of memecoins there are no equity holders or equity-like 

governance rights; governance rights are limited to software development and related ecosystem-

development activities.  

 

That leaves us to consider whether memecoins are investment contracts… 

 

The US Supreme Court's Howey case and subsequent case law found that an “investment 

contract” exists when there is an investment of money in a common enterprise with a reasonable 

expectation of profits to be derived from the efforts of others.3  

 

Memecoins do not offer any guaranteed returns or promise financial gains to their holders. 

The value of memecoins is primarily derived from speculative trading and the collective sentiment 

of the market.  

 

Further, memecoin offerors and promoters typically do not make any promise of a future 

business or individuals who will conduct that business. For example, before Elon Musk took 

Twitter private, executives would guide public analysts related to future earnings, revenue, plans, 

etc. Elon is still updating us about features, but with the finances less transparent and accessible to 

the public, it doesn’t matter as much. In the world of memecoins, even though there is a public 

 
2 15 U.S. Code § 77b. 
3 https://www.sec.gov/corpfin/framework-investment-contract-analysis-digital-assets. 
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market, there are no executives guiding future value, revenue, earnings or anything else. This is 

because when people buy memecoins, they don’t think that the asset holds any intrinsic value, and 

it doesn’t, which is why they can’t and shouldn’t be deemed securities.  

 

In fact, assume that the documentation for a memecoin offering explicitly states that (i) 

purchasers should not expect to profit or generate a return through receipt/ownership of the 

applicable fungible tokens, (ii) no one currently intends to exert any effort or provide any 

assistance in bringing about a profit or return for holders of such tokens and (iii) purchasers are 

virtually assured to lose all money used to purchase such tokens. In such circumstances, it would 

be very difficult for a court to find that the reasonable expectation of profits to be derived from the 

efforts of others portion of the Howey test was satisfied because the foregoing eliminates any 

reasonable expectation of profit that an investor could have.   

 

However, an asset that doesn’t constitute an investment contract under the related offering 

documentation may still constitute an investment contract if it is advertised as such by its 

promoters.4 Let’s assume that our memecoin offerors and promoters go through great pains to 

make no promise of accretion, future utility or a management team.  

 

In fact, let’s imagine that they include (in all their marketing and advertising channels) that 

the memecoin won’t help anyone get rich enough to purchase a Lambo and the memecoin isn’t 

backed by a management team. In that case, there is a significant probability that the memecoin 

will not constitute an investment contract and therefore does not constitute a security under 

applicable US federal securities laws.  In order for an asset to be considered a security, it must 

meet all of the requirements of the Howey test.  

 

Now you may be saying to yourself – Sure, but what help is that?  We’ve created a useless 

asset that no rational purchaser will ever buy or get any use out of. Taking into account only the 

parameters described thus far, you are correct.  

 

Now consider a decentralized autonomous organization (“DAO”) is created alongside a 

memecoin with a legal wrapper and governance powers that are handed over to the community.  

 

If the DAO then elects to adopt utilities, it would be very difficult for a court to find that, 

in doing so, the community is relying on the efforts of others. So long as (collectively or 

separately), the memecoin offerors, promoters and any pre-public market investors don’t control 

the vote via their token ownership (recent proposed US federal legislation included a 20% control 

threshold in a similar context5). 

 
4 https://www.sec.gov/corpfin/framework-investment-contract-analysis-digital-assets. 
5 It remains subject to update as it is currently in the finance/agricultural committees of the US House and requires 

approval from the foregoing committees, the House generally, the Senate and the President for adoption as federal 

US law. https://financialservices.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=408838.  
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We recognize that a court could decide to exercise its equitable powers to find that certain 

memecoins do in fact constitute securities.  In that case, we would urge the industry to take a stand, 

as we are attempting to do here, against such overly aggressive assertions.  We believe that, if 

memecoin offerors/promoters follow proper protocols in outlining expectations to potential 

purchasers, memecoins should be analyzed using the consistent/accurate interpretation of 

applicable US federal law outlined in this article.  

 

Now we have arrived at the core lesson – It is possible and permisble under applicable US 

federal law to issue a fungible token that can include utility (but no expected future value) as a 

non-security to retailers.   

 

It is essential for individuals to understand the risks associated with memecoins and 

exercise caution when participating in the volatile memecoin market. You should conduct your 

own research and let us know what you learn.  We welcome all feedback, criticism and any 

additional thoughts or comments from peers, competitors, friends, enemies, regulators, and 

anybody in between. The future of web3 is in our hands! 
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DISCLAIMER: 

This article is the exclusive co-owned property of Black Mountain Investment Group, LLC 

WenMint Inc., Uprise Ventures, LLC, d/b/a WenLaw, and their respective affiliates (the 

“Owners”). The views expressed in “posts” (including but not limited podcasts, videos, blogs, 

websites, and social media) are those of the individual persons and are not the views of the Owners 

and are subject to change. Certain information contained in posts has been obtained from third-

party sources. The posts are not directed to any investors or potential investors, and do not 

constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities and may not be used or 

relied upon in evaluating the merits of any investment. This Article and any posts are not legal 

opinions. 

This article and posts are provided for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon 

as legal, business, investment, tax, or other advice. The Owners do not recommend that any web3 

asset should be bought, sold, or held by you. You should consult your own advisers as to legal, 

business, tax and other related matters concerning any investment. 

Any projections, estimates, forecasts, targets, prospects and/or opinions expressed in this article or 

any posts are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to opinions expressed 

by others. Any statements or charts provided on the Owners posts are for informational purposes 

only and may not be relied upon when making any investment, business, legal, tax or other 

decision. All information contained in posts should be independently verified and confirmed. The 

Owners do not accept any liability for any loss or damage whatsoever caused in reliance upon such 

information. Certain information has been obtained from third-party sources. While taken from 

sources believed to be reliable, the owners have not independently verified such information and 

make no representations about the enduring accuracy or completeness of any information provided 

on any Owner post or its appropriateness for a given situation. 

Certain statements made on the Owners’ posts may constitute “forward-looking statements” under 

the Privacy Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. To the extent any information herein 

constitutes forward-looking statements (which can be identified by the use of forward-looking 

terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipation,” “upside,” “potential,” 

“project,” “estimate,” “intend,” “forecast,” “target” or “believe” or comparable terminology), 

please note that, due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events, results, or performance may 

differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such statements. Forward-looking 

statements are not guarantees and involve risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. The Owners 

expressly disclaim any obligation to update any forward-looking statement in the event it later 

turns out to be inaccurate — whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. 

Under no circumstances should any posts or other information provided on any post be construed 

as an offer soliciting the purchase or sale of any security or interest in any investment vehicle 

sponsored, discussed, or mentioned by the Owners’ personnel. Nor should it be construed as an 
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offer to provide investment advisory services; an offer to invest in an any Owners’-managed 

investment vehicle will be made separately and only by means of the confidential offering 

documents of the specific investment vehicles — which should be read in their entirety, and only 

to those who, among other requirements, meet certain qualifications under federal securities laws. 

Such investors, defined as accredited investors and qualified purchasers, are generally deemed 

capable of evaluating the merits and risks of prospective investments and financial matters. 

There can be no assurances that the Owners’ investment objectives will be achieved, or investment 

strategies will be successful. Any investment in a vehicle managed by the Owners involves a high 

degree of risk including the risk that the entire amount invested is lost. Any investments or 

portfolio companies mentioned, referred to, or described are not representative of all investments 

in vehicles managed by the Owners and there can be no assurance that the investments will be 

profitable or that other investments made in the future will have similar characteristics or results. 

Past performance of the Owner’s investment vehicles, investments, or investment strategies are 

not necessarily indicative of future results. 

With regards to the Owners’ investments in any web3 asset, DAO or token projects, the Owners 

are acting in their own financial interest, not necessarily in the interests of other token holders or 

DAO members. Other investors, token holders and DAO members should not expect that the 

Owners will undertake any involvement in these projects other than as an investor and token holder 

and should not rely on the Owners to have any particular involvement. 
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